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OUR YEAR OF CONNECTING
SOUTH OKANAGAN & SIMILKAMEEN

Neighbourhood Small Grants (NSG) is a grassroots program that
encourages neighbours to connect over skills sharing, beautification
projects, emergency response planning, and celebrating.
In the South Okanagan| Similkameen, sixty-two people (project leaders)
grew an idea, applied, and held an NSG event in their community.
The result? Hundreds of neighbours safely gathered in person or
virtually and created memorable moments of learning, creating, and
deepening connections.
Read more stories at www.neighbourhoodsmallgrants.ca and be further
inspired with ideas from project leaders from across B.C.

Valleyview Road Has a Rural Culture

BARN QUILT
TRAIL
The neighbourhood above
South Main (Penticton) is a
combination of agriculture
and country residential
lots. "We wanted a way to
celebrate and beautfiy our
community...and to show
those who visit our road
that we are not living in
isolation."
Neighbours had DIY
kits with patterns
Awesome turnout
Loads of creativity and
fun
Go check it out!

NSG
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DANCE CLASSES IN SUMMERLAND

In the first class, neighbours learned Hula basic steps, and then an
ancient dance called Killuaea. This dance is about Pele, Goddess of Fire
and Volcano. In the second class, they learned a fun Christmas dance
called Hawaiian Santa. This song brought our dancers to the beaches of
Waikiki on Santa’s surfboard, climbing down the chimneys of grass
shacks, and spreading Christmas cheer.
In the third class, we learned how to twirl Maori poi balls. The dancers
got so good at them that they were able to spin them above their head
and even spin them in a way that looked like a butterfly!
We all thoroughly enjoyed the classes and hope to do more in the new
year.

ANARCHIST MOUNTAIN
FIRE SMART DAY, BEAR AWARENESS DAY,
J.S MEMORIAL PARK EVENT, LITTLE LIBRARY

Four Neighbourhood Small Grants supported a bundle of activities
including supporting the J.S. Memorial grassroots committee and their
focus on trail development and park projects. The Bear Aware Group
hosted a community edu event called "Living on the Land - Bear
Awareness" with the RDOS Wildsafe BC Coordinator and a Conservation
Officer on hand to answer questions.
The Anarchist Volunteer Fire Department used the grant towards the
Fire Smart Day. "The timing of FireSmart day was very fortuitous as a
wildfire started in the valley below (one day later) and by Tuesday it had
burned up the mountain and residents were being evacuated....The
successor this event was made in part possible by the NSG."

BARN QUILT
TRAIL
Community Garden, Keremeos

Boulevard Beautification,
Oliver

San-Ang Signage , Princeton

Little Library, Olalla

Neighbours above South
Main (Penticton) is a
Portal to the
combination
of Mad Hatter,
Summerland
agriculature and country
residential lots. "We
wanted a way to celebrate
and beautfiy our
community...and to show
those who visit our road
that we are not living in
isolation."
Neighbours had DIY
kits with patterns
Loads of creativity and
fun.

Stewart Place, Penticton

CFSOS acknowledges that we learn, live, and love, on the unceded lands of the Syilx /Okanagan Peoples

EVERYONE IS WELCOME
NEIGHBOURHOOD SMALL GRANTS PROJECTS ARE FREE, ACCESSIBLE, INCLUSIVE, AND WELCOMING

We believe small is beautiful and small projects have the potential and capacity to have lasting impacts in the community.
Everyone has gifts; they show up in our passions, hobbies, and stories. The more we learn about each other, the stronger our
community. A small grant of $500 can help strengthen local leadership by giving residents the opportunity for planning together,
local decision-making, and legacy building. Check out these eye-catching invitations - what will yours be for in 2022?

NSG 2022 OPENS IN THE SPRING
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THANK YOU NSG PROJECT LEADERS
AND TO THE FUNDING AND FLOW THROUGH PARTNERS

Contact Kim English, NSG Coordinator kimenglish@cfso.net

